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General comments

The perspective by Ganguly et al. discusses an important and timely topic in the data-
driven research community. It uncovers current shortcomings in purely data-driven
approaches in the detection and future prediction of climate extremes and makes sug-
gestions how to improve those approaches. The paper is well written and research
gaps are well illustrated and often confronted with constructive suggestions for im-
provement. It seems, however, that most approaches suggested to improve current
activities in climate extreme research stem from papers by the authors or associated
groups. Hence, an inclusion of a broader range of other groups working in the same
area could greatly improve the impact of this perspective. I have mentioned a couple
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of such papers for specific sections below.

Specific comments

Labels for the subfigures would make it much easier to follow the description of the
figures.

p 55, l 11: A discussion similar to the drought example given here exists for temper-
ature extremes. Studies showed an increase (Hansen et al. 2012) and no increase
(Huntingford et al. 2013) in global temperature variability over the last decades. The
reason for that is also here a different choice of metrics. Alexander and Perkins (2013)
give a good overview over the debate. Maybe this is worth mentioning.

p 60, l 19: mention (Fischer et al. 2013, Fischer and Knutti 2014)

p 63, l 7: Impacts of climate extremes are mentioned a couple of times in the paper, but
little of recent quantitative research in that area is mentioned (see e.g. Reichstein et
al. (2013), Zscheischler et al. (2013), Zscheischler et al. (2014) for impacts of climate
extremes on terrestrial ecosystems).

p 65, l 14: Lloyd-Hughes (2012) also presented a very simple approach to detect large-
scale droughts in the spatiotemporal domain which is computationally extremely fast
and easily extendable to the multivariate domain.

p 69, l 20: in this context, also mention Diffenbaugh et al. (2013)

p 71, l 22: mention Runge et al. (2014), who provide a much better approach to detect
causality in climate variables.

p 72, l 5: mention Fischer et al. (2013), who present a robust projection of climate
extremes into the future and discuss limitations intrinsic to the structure of GCMs.

Technical corrections

p 67, l 24: where is (b) in the figure?
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